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A method to actively localize a small perturbation in a multiple scattering medium using a collec-
tion of remote acoustic sensors is presented. The approach requires only minimal modeling and no
knowledge of the scatterer distribution and properties of the scattering medium and the perturba-
tion. The medium is ensonified before and after a perturbation is introduced. The coherent differ-
ence between the measured signals then reveals all field components that have interacted with the
perturbation. A simple single scatter filter (that ignores the presence of the medium scatterers) is
matched to the earliest change of the coherent difference to localize the perturbation. Using a
multi-source/receiver laboratory setup in air, the technique has been successfully tested with experi-
mental data at frequencies varying from 30 to 60 kHz (wavelength ranging from 0.5 to 1 cm) for
cm-scale scatterers in a scattering medium with a size two to five times bigger than its transport
mean free path.VC 2011 Acoustical Society of America. [DOI: 10.1121/1.3652859]

PACS number(s): 43.20.Gp, 43.20.Fn [PEI] Pages: 3566–3573

I. INTRODUCTION

The single scattering approximation is not sufficient for
imaging a target or a change in a multipath environment
where the transport mean free path is smaller than the size of
the scattering medium. To recover a change or a target loca-
tion from remote sensing data, one can do an inversion using
a full scattering model that describes all multiple interactions
with the medium.1 However, in areas of nondestructive test-
ing,2,3 biomedical imaging,4,5 underwater acoustics,6,7 and
seismology,8,9 or for a specific application as target tracking
in a forest,10 the multipath environment is usually not
entirely known; thereby making it difficult to model the full
multi-scattered field.

Another approach is to perform an inversion using a par-
tial scattering model derived from the available information
and extract that part of the data that fits this model to locate
the perturbation. Noting the phase coherent nature of wave
propagation through multiple scattering media, some informa-
tion is still present in the scattered field that may be used to
detect, locate, or characterize a target.3 For example, the scat-
tering cross section of a moving target in a cavity can be deter-
mined from the decay of the coherent acoustic intensity over
many realizations of the scattering medium.11,12 Coda wave
interferometry methods8,13,14 detect a coherent change by
implementing cross-correlation between a perturbed and
unperturbed field. This approach is used in conjunction with a
diffusive model to locate a perturbation embodied in a multiple
scattering environment.2 Finally, a coherent change can also

be detected by taking the difference between a perturbed and
unperturbed field.1,10 Based on the analysis of this coherent
difference, Liu et al.15 presented a method to locate a perturba-
tion that requires prior measurement and estimation of the
scattering medium Green’s functions. Alternatively, Aubry
and Derode4,5 described a method to detect and locate a strong
target without modeling the multiple scattering medium, but
their technique is not sensitive to a weak perturbation.

This paper presents a technique to locate a local change
in the medium, which represents the target. The change may
be as weak as the individual scatterers from the scattering me-
dium, and the method does not require any prior knowledge
or estimation of the multiple scattering medium properties.
The approach is based on the analysis of the coherent change
defined as the difference between a perturbed and unperturbed
field. This subtraction operation coherently suppresses most
of scattering contribution from the medium and brings out
scattering interactions with the perturbation. The data for this
latter process are obtained by either introducing/removing a
new scatterer or by the change in position of one scatterer in
the scattering medium. As a result, the earliest change occur-
ring in the time domain subtracted field corresponds to the
single scattering interaction with the disturbance. Starting
from this consideration, locating the perturbation is achieved
by inverting the data using a single scattering model from this
earliest change. In particular, a single scattering model is con-
structed from a free field model between the source and the
perturbation and between the perturbation and the receiver.
The method is tested on a multi-source/multi-receiver labora-
tory set-up in air. As shown in Fig. 1, many sources and
receivers surround the multiple scattering medium in which
the local perturbation is occurring.

a)Author to whom correspondence should be addressed. Electronic mail:
srakotonarivo@ucsd.edu
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The structure of the paper is as follows. Section II
presents a theoretical basis for the method to detect and
locate a perturbation caused by either introducing or remov-
ing a scatterer or by moving one scatterer in the scattering
medium. We show that the first change of the subtracted
field is related to the single scattered wave. A signal process-
ing method to locate the target is also described. Section III
presents the experimental setup and results. Next, results are
compared and discussed in Sec. IV and conclusions are pre-
sented in Sec. V.

II. LOCATING A COHERENT CHANGE
IN A SCATTERING MEDIUM

A. Coherent change from the subtracted field

A point source at the location rs transmits a cylindrical
wave to the 2-D scattering medium composed of N randomly
distributed scatterers. The source, receiver, and scatterers are
assumed to be in the far-field of each other. The relative size
of the scatterers is of the same order as the wavelength with
ka ! 1, where k is the wave number and a is the scatterer
characteristic length. To locate a small perturbation occur-
ring in such a scattering medium, the pressure field from the
scattering medium at position r is measured twice, before

and after the perturbation has occurred. The fields measured
before and after the perturbation are called the unperturbed
and perturbed fields, respectively. The subtracted field is
then calculated as

DP"r; rs# $ P"1#"r; rs# % P"2#"r; rs#; (1)

where P"i#"r; rs# represents the field at a distant receiver r
from a source at rs; i $ 1 refers to the unperturbed field and
i $ 2 refers to the perturbed field.

Following the notation in Fig. 1(a), the pressure field is
divided into two terms:

P"i#"r; rs# $ Ps"r; rs# & P"i#
m "r; rs#; (2)

where P"i#
m represents the scattered field that has interacted

with the perturbation and Ps represents the scattered field
that has not interacted with the perturbation and remains
constant over the unperturbed and perturbed configurations.
Subtracting fields P"1# and P"2# suppresses the constant
wavefield contribution, which has not interacted with the
perturbation, so that

DP"r; rs# $ P"1#
m "r; rs# % P"2#

m "r; rs#: (3)

The scattered field P"i#
m is the only remaining component af-

ter subtraction and is made of single and multiple scattering
events, which have interacted with the perturbation. Using
recursive relations from multiple scattering theory,16–18 the
derivation of the subtracted field in Eq. (3) leads to similar
expressions for DP"r; rs# (see Appendix A) when the change
comes from introducing/removing a scatterer or from mov-
ing one scatterer in the scattering medium. Separating the
single scattered wave from the multiple scattering contribu-
tion of the subtracted field yields (see Appendix A)

DP"r; rs# $ S"x#gmsA"x#
eik ds&dr" #

pk
!!!!!!!!
dsdr

p & DNm"r; rs#; (4)

where S"x# is the source spectrum, gms is the scattering coef-
ficient of the moving, removed or newly inserted scatterer,
A"x# is an amplitude factor. Distances ds and dr are calcu-
lated from the source to the perturbation location and from
the receiver to the perturbation location, respectively, and
DNm describes the multiple scattering interactions with the
perturbation.

The amplitude factor is such that A"x#$ 2 or A"x#$%2
when inserting or removing a scatterer, respectively, and
A"x# $ 4 sin kdr"cos a& cos c#" # when moving a scatterer.
Terms a and c denote the angles between the average location
of the moving scatterer and its trajectory as depicted in Fig. 2.
The scattering coefficient in Eq. (4) is related to the scattering
amplitude19 by a factor

!!!
2

p
=

!!!!!
pk

p
. Also, for the sake of clarity,

the notation for gms"x; hm; rmjrs# has been shortened to gms.
The scattering amplitude gms"x; hm; rmjrs# depends on the
frequency x, the scattering direction hm, and the curvature of
the impinging cylindrical wave20 on the scatterer at rm from
source at rs.

FIG. 1. (Color online) (a) Schematic of the experimental setup from above.
Sources and receivers surround the propagation medium. The plain disks
represent rods randomly distributed inside a disk of radius R and area X.
The solid line circle represents the local perturbation. Each source s trans-
mits a broadband pulse. The measured field at receiver r contains contribu-
tion from the direct field and the (single or multi-) scattered field, which has
only interacted with fixed rods from the scattering medium (dotted dashed
line) and from the (single or multi-) scattered field which has interacted with
the perturbation (solid lines). (b) Picture of the multi-source/multi-receiver
laboratory setup in air.
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In the time domain, the subtracted field between the
source s and the receiver r is

Dpsr"t# $
1

2p

"&1

%1
DP"r; rs#eixtdx

$ Dssr"t# & Dnsr"t#; (5)

where Dssr"t# and Dnsr"t# represent the single and multiple
scattering interactions with the perturbation, respectively.
The expression of the single scattering contribution in the
time domain is deduced from Eqs. (4) and (5):

Dssr"t# $ esr"t# ' d"t% ssr#; (6)

where esr"t# $ TF%1(S"x#gmsA"x#"1=pk
!!!!!!!!
dsdr

p
#), ssr is the

wave travel time from the source to the receiver through the
perturbation and is defined as ssr $ "ds & dr#=c. Neglecting
the propagation inside the scatterers, c is the free-space
sound speed. The Dirac delta function in Eq. (6) provides a
straightforward relation between the wave travel time and
the perturbation location. As propagation paths are shorter
for single scattering interactions than multiple scattering
contributions, the single interaction with the perturbation is
associated with the earliest change in the subtracted field
(Fig. 3). Consequently, the perturbation location can be
recovered from the extraction of this earliest change in the
time series and the inversion of the single scattered wave
model d"t% ssr# in Eq. (6). In the following text, we present

a signal processing method to locate the perturbation that
only requires the sound speed of the free space medium and
does not require any knowledge of the scattering properties
of the multiple scattering medium.

B. Signal processing

Noting that each candidate cell of the search area at
location r0 is related to a given arrival time s0sr of the pres-
sure perturbation Dpsr"t#, the method calculates the energy
variation caused by the perturbation at the steering vector’s
candidate position, r0. Time gating the subtracted field
around time s0sr, calculating the energy throughout this time
window and summing incoherently over all source-receiver
pairs give the following cost function for the position r0

deE r0" # $ 1

Ns

1

Nr

XNs

s$1

XNr

r$1

"&1

%1
Dpsr t" #2*w t% s0sr

# $
dt (7)

where Ns and Nr are the number of sources and receivers,
respectively, w"t% s0sr# is a window of length Ds centered at
s0sr, and s0sr is the travel time defined as s0sr $ "d0s & d0r#=c
where d0s and d0r are the distances from the source and the
receiver to the steering coordinate r0, respectively. The
subtracted field in Eq. (7) is normalized such that%&1
%1 Dp2sr"t#dt $ 1 so that all source-receiver pairs have the
same weight. Assuming that the scattering medium is sur-
rounded by many sources and receivers, the output of the
cost function deE"r0# is at its maximum when the focus spot
at r0 matches with the perturbation location at rm. As seen in
Fig. 4, the windows of the candidate position are located at
the earliest wave arrival of the subtracted field if the candi-
date position fits the actual perturbation location. In the op-
posite case, some windows from the time gating are
positioned on the early part of the signal with zero energy
and some energy from later multiple scattering interactions
will contribute to the cost function (Fig. 4). Assuming that
the length of the single scattered wave is similar to the length
of the emitted pulse, the width of the window Ds is set to Dt,
the size of the transmitted pulse. We note that the subtracted
field is related to the variation in the error functional for the
Fréchêt derivative given by Norton21 and therefore also to

FIG. 2. Scattering configuration between two scatterer positions for one
source-receiver pair. The scatterer and the receiver are positioned relatively
to the source. The disks represent the two scatterer positions. Subscript (1)
refers to the initial scatterer position and subscript (2) to the scatterer posi-
tion after a small displacement dr. The pressure field perturbation is located
using the average coordinate rm between the two scatterer positions.

FIG. 3. Point-to-point measurement of the scattered field before the local
perturbation and subtracted field before/after the perturbation for the same
source-receiver pair.

FIG. 4. (Color online) The subtracted field measured over few source-
receiver pairs. The hats represent the time gating when the process focuses
at the actual perturbation location and the rectangle areas locate the win-
dows when the candidate position is not at the actual perturbation location.
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sensitivity kernel analysis.22,23 But here the variation in the
functional error is given in energy instead of amplitude.

The incoherent summation of the energy throughout the
window w"t% s0sr# makes this technique insensitive to small
random phase shifts from one sensor pair to another in the
subtracted field. As mentioned earlier, the scattering coeffi-
cient gms depends on the impinging wave on the scatterer
and the scattering direction in the ka > 1 regime. The phase
of gms varies with source and receiver locations in such a
way that the phase of the subtracted field in Eq. (4) is not
fully coherent between sensors. This causes any coherent
beamforming process to fail at focusing at the target location
and therefore suggests the incoherent energy summation
over sensor pairs in Eq. (7). As a consequence, the gain of
the time gating method is related to the pulse length and to
the relative contribution of the single scattering contribution
Dssr and the multiple scattering contribution Dnsr. An esti-
mate of the average signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) between the
maximum of the cost function at the actual perturbation
location rm and the rest of the ambiguity surface is given by
(see Appendix B)

SNRmeth $ 10 log10
1

8Dt
pt0

& 0:62% 4Dt
pt0

& '
en
es

; (8)

where t0 is the travel time defined as t0 $ 2R=c, es is the peak
intensity of the single scattered wave, and en represents the
variance of the subtracted field intensity related to multiple
scattering contributions. When the pulse width tends to zero,
the SNR in Eq. (8) only depends on the ratio between the sin-
gle and multiple scattering contributions to the subtracted field.
The SNR in Eq. (8) is less than or equal to zero if en > 1:6 es.
That would happen if the scattering mean free path becomes
much smaller than the medium size,24,25 which would be the
case for the diffuse regime. An estimate of the SNR using Eq.
(8) enables one to provide the dynamic range of the expected
ambiguity surface discussed in the next section.

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The experimental setup is depicted in Fig. 1(b). Fifteen
electrostatic speakers alternate with 15 condenser micro-
phones. They form a circle around the scattering medium
with radius R $ 340 mm. The latter is composed of uni-
formly distributed steel rods with radius 4.75 mm. Each
source successively transmits a Gaussian pulse, and the scat-
tered field is measured at each microphone. The field is
measured twice over all sensors: once before and once after
the local perturbation. Then the difference between the two
measured fields is calculated.

First, the method is tested when introducing a new scat-
terer, a steel rod with radius a $ 9:5 mm, into the scattering
medium with a density of scatterers q $ 331=m2. The trans-
mitted pulse is a Dt $ 0:5 ms long Gaussian pulse centered at
50 kHz. Fifty different perturbation positions within the com-
plex medium are tested. Estimating the transport mean free
path in Eq. (9) (Ref. 26) provides le $ 247 mm at 50 kHz,
which is about 2.8 times smaller than the diameter of the

scattering medium. Note that the mean free path is a function
of frequency26 although we have omitted the frequency de-
pendence from the notation in Eqs. (9) and (10),

le $
ls

1% cos"h#
; (9)

where cos"h# is related to the anisotropy of an individual
scatterer26 and equals 0.21 for a rigid cylinder with radius
4.75 mm at 50 kHz, and ls, the elastic mean free path, is
given by

ls $
1

qrs
; (10)

where rs is the elastic scattering cross section. An approxi-
mate value of rs $ 15:5 mm for a rigid cylinder27 is used to
represent rods of the scattering medium yielding an elastic
mean free path of 195 mm at 50 kHz. The method success-
fully located the perturbation for 46 locations over the 50
tested locations with an accuracy of a few wavelengths.
Over the 46 locations, the actual target position is always
embodied in the 0 to %1 dB area of the ambiguity surface
with an average radius of 4 wavelengths that corresponds to
3 cm. The ambiguity surface for one successful perturbation
localization is displayed in Fig. 5.

Next, the method is tested to locate a change caused by
moving a scatterer in the scattering medium. The experiment
is performed with a higher density of scatterers q $ 408=m2,
and 20 different locations of the perturbation are tested. At
each new change location, the moving scatterer is moved 0.5
cm away from its previous position. The experiment is suc-
cessively performed at four central frequency values: 30, 40,
50 and 60 kHz. The size of the transmitted Gaussian pulse
varies from Dt $ 0:15 ms at 60 kHz to Dt $ 0:30 ms at
30 kHz. With the scatterer density of 408=m2, the transport
mean free path slowly decreases from le $ 205 mm at 30
kHz to le $ 199 mm at 60 kHz. Note that the incident wave
has to travel about 3.4 mean free paths from the source to
the receiver. The method tracks the moving scatterer and
provides a successful estimate of the overall 20 changed
locations. Figure 6 shows the ambiguity surface obtained at
30, 40, 50, and 60 kHz for one perturbation location. The

FIG. 5. (Color online) The ambiguity surface in a decibel scale measured at
50 kHz for a new scatterer inserted in the scattering medium delimited by the
dashed line circle. The solid line circle represents the actual location of the
perturbation and the ambiguity surface is normalized as 10 log10 deE r0" #j j=(
max deE r0" ##j j)
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spatial accuracy of the localization remains almost constant
even with a doubled wavelength. The average radius of the
0 to %1 dB area (Fig. 6) is 62:6 cm over the tested frequen-
cies and the 20 tested locations of the perturbation.

IV. DISCUSSION

The method presented in this paper is based on the
extraction of a single scattered wave from the coherent
change. It successfully locates a new target or a moving scat-
terer assuming that it is the only local perturbation within
the scattering medium. Although the scattering medium is
about three times larger than the transport mean free path in
the tested examples, the method localizes the change
because the single scattering interaction with the perturba-
tion is associated with the first change of the subtracted field
(Fig. 4). Multiple scattering becomes the only contribution
to the subtracted field at later wave arrival times and also
participates in the cost function as defined in Eq. (7). This
explains the blurry aspect of the ambiguity surface (Figs. 5
and 6). Table I compares SNR predicted by Eq. (8) to SNR
from the experiments presented in Sec. III. Estimated values
of the SNR in Eq. (8) are consistent with the SNR from ex-
perimental data (Table I) and with the dynamic range of the
experimental ambiguity surfaces (Figs. 5 and 6). Moreover,
the SNR tends to increase with frequency due to the decreas-
ing pulse length. The gain slightly varies from 2.7 to 5 dB
through its dependence on the relative single scattering/mul-
tiple scattering contribution en=es and the pulse length Dt.

As the transport mean free path becomes smaller with
respect to the medium size, the gain of the method decreases.
Experimental tests conducted for a denser medium with a
scatterer density q $ 564=m2 and an approximate transport
mean free path le $ 145 mm, show that the method still
focuses at the actual perturbation with a lower SNR,
although the mean free path is almost five times smaller than
the medium size. The method may fail at locating the change
if the single interaction with the perturbation is too low rela-

tive to multiple scattering. This high frequency limitation
may happen if the scattering mean free path becomes much
smaller than the medium size24,25 as is the case in the diffuse
regime. Also, the technique works if scattering contributions
are strong enough against the background noise to be
detected. Given that the scattering cross section increases
with frequency, this low frequency limitation applies to
wavelengths much larger than the size of the perturbation.

V. CONCLUSIONS

The paper presents a method to locate a local change in
a strongly scattering medium by analyzing the coherent
change caused by the perturbation. The approach uses multi-
ple sensors and does not require any modeling of the multi-
ple scattered field nor any knowledge of the scattering
properties of the perturbation. This method finds applications
for tracking a moving target in a cluttered environment for
nondestructive testing such as crack detection and localiza-
tion in concrete.

The method’s two-step approach consists of (1) extract-
ing the coherent change caused by the perturbation using the
difference between the perturbed/unperturbed fields and (2)
applying a signal processing method on the subtracted field to
locate the local perturbation. The central thrust of the method
is based on the inversion of a single scattering model and the
fact that the single scattered contribution from the perturba-
tion comes first in the subtracted field. The surrounding
source/receiver configuration also improves efficacy of the
change localization by uniformly insonifying the entire scat-
tering medium. The method has been successfully tested with
a laboratory air setup experiment for a target embedded in a
scattering medium the size of which was about two to five
transport mean free paths. Experimental results show a suc-
cessful focus at the change with an accuracy of a few wave-
lengths (2k to 4k) for a large number of different perturbation
positions. The efficacy of the approach decreases for very
dense or large scattering media that have a transport mean
free path much smaller than the size of the scattering medium.

APPENDIX A: DERIVATION OF THE SUBTRACTED
FIELD

A point source at the location rs transmits a cylindrical
wave to the 2-D scattering medium composed of N randomly
distributed scatterers. The source, the receiver, and the scatter-
ers are assumed to be in the far-field of each other and
ka ! 1, where a is the size of the scatterers and k is the

FIG. 6. (Color online) The ambiguity surface in a decibel scale measured at
30, 40, 50, and 60 kHz for a perturbation generated by a moving rod in the
scattering medium delimited by the dashed line circle. The solid line circle
represents the real location of the perturbation and the ambiguity surface is
normalized as in Fig. 5.

TABLE I. Comparison of SNR from experiments and from the model;

SNRmeth is given by Eq. (8) and SNRexp is the average absolute value of cost
function over the whole medium excepted at the location of the cost function
maximal value.

New rod Moving rod

50 kHz 30 kHz 40 kHz 50 kHz 60 kHz

en/es 0.27 0.36 0.31 0.28 0.24

SNRmeth (dB) 4.1 2.7 3.3 4.0 5.0

SNRexp (dB) 4.8 3.3 3.9 4.8 4.8
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wavenumber. The pressure field from the scattering medium
at a distant receiver r from source at rs is described by the fol-
lowing recursive relations16–18

P"r;rs#$P0"r;rs#&
XN

j$1

gjiPext"rj;ri#H0"kjr%rjj#;

Pext"rn;rl#$P0"rn;rs#&
XN

j$1;j 6$l

gjiPext"rj;ri#H0"kjrn%rjj#;

(A1)

where P0 represents the direct field that has not interacted
with any scatterer, Pext"rj; ri# denotes the external field inter-
acting with scatterer at location rj and coming from scatterer
located at range ri, H0 + H"1#

0 is the Hankel function, and gji
is the scattering coefficient. For the sake of clarity, gji is a
shorter notation of the scattering coefficient gji"x; hj; rjjri#,
which depends on the frequency x, the scattering direction
hj and the curvature of the impinging cylindrical wave20 on
the scatterer at rj from scatterer or source at ri. Also, because
the point source transmits a cylindrical wave P0 $ H0.

Next, we consider the pressure field Pm containing the
scattering events that have interacted with the scatterer m.
The pressure field Pm can be expressed as the contribution of
the single scattering interaction with the scatterer m and all
multiple scattering interactions between scatterer m and the
other scatterers from the scattering medium. Using the same
scattering series formalism from Eq. (A1) and the far-field
expression of the Hankel function yields

Pm"r;rs# $ S"x#gmsH0"kjrm% rsj#
,H0"kjr% rmj#&Nm"r;rs#

$%gms
2S"x#
pk

eik jrmj&jr%rmj" #%ip=2
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
jrmjjr% rmj

p &Nm"r;rs#;

(A2)

where S"x# is the source spectrum, gms is the scattering coeffi-
cient of scatterer m, and Nm"r; rs# represents the multiple scat-
tered wavefield contribution that has interacted with scatterer
m, and vectors rm and r describe the location of the scatterer
m and the receiver with respect to the source, respectively.

Two types of perturbation are studied:

(1) the introduction or removal of a scatterer m at location
rm into the scattering medium,

(2) the motion of the scatterer m from location r"1#m to
another location r"2#m within the scattering medium, all
other scatterers remaining fixed.

The index (1) refers to the the unperturbed field before
the perturbation has occurred and the index (2) refers to the
perturbed field.

A. Introduction/removal of a scatterer in the scattering
medium

When introducing a new scatterer m at rm into the scat-
tering medium, the unperturbed field does not contain any
scattering interactions with the scatterer m so that
P"1#
m "r; rs# $ 0. The subtracted field is then

DP"r; rs# $ % gms
2S"x#
pk

e%ip=2 e
ik ds&dr" #
!!!!!!!!
dsdr

p & DNm"r; rs#;

(A3)

where DNm $ N"1#
m % N"2#

m , distances ds and dr are denoted
ds $ jrmj and dr $ jr% rmj.

When removing scatterer m from the scattering medium,
the expression of the subtracted field is straightforward and
is given by

DP"r; rs# $ gms
2S"x#
pk

e%ip=2 e
ik ds&dr" #
!!!!!!!!
dsdr

p % DNm"r; rs#:

(A4)

B. Moving target in the scattering medium

When the perturbation is due to a moving scatterer in
the medium, the subtracted field is

DP"r; rs# $
2S"x#
pk

g"1#ms

eik"jr
"1#
m j&jr%r"1#m j#

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
jr"1#m jjr% r"1#m j

q

2

64

% g"2#ms

eik"jr
"2#
m j&jr%r"2#m j#

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
jr"2#m jjr% r"2#m j

q

3

75e%ip=2 & DNm"r; rs#:

(A5)

Assuming that a small scatterer displacement only produces
a small change in its scattering coefficient, we have

gms - g"1#ms - g"2#ms . Following the notation in Fig. 2, the vector
rm is defined as the mean position between two successive
scatterer positions and dr $ jdrj corresponds to the scatterer

displacement. Expanding jr"1#m j, jr"2#m j, jr% r"1#m j, and

jr% r"2#m j in terms of the small quantities dr=ds and dr=dr
and neglecting all quadratic terms yields

jr"1#m j - ds % dr cos a;

jr"2#m j - ds & dr cos a;

jr% r"1#m j - dr % dr cos c;

jr% r"2#m j - dr & dr cos c; (A6)

where a and c denote the angles between the average loca-
tion of the moving scatterer and its trajectory as depicted in
Fig. 2. Substituting expressions of jr"1#m j, jr"2#m j, jr% r"1#m j and
jr% r"2#m j into (A5) and neglecting terms dr cos a and dr cos c
with respect to ds and dr in the denominator of (A5) yields

DP"r; rs# $ gms
4S"x#
pk

sin kdr"cos a& cos c#" # e
ik ds&dr" #
!!!!!!!!
dsdr

p

& DNm"r; rs#: (A7)

APPENDIX B: GAIN OF THE TIME GATING METHOD

This appendix examines the signal to noise ratio (SNR)
between the maximum of the cost function at perturbation
location rm and the rest of the ambiguity surface:
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SNRmeth $ 10 log10
deE rm" #
deE

(B1)

where deE is the mean value of the cost function over the
scattering medium area X (Fig. 1) and is defined by

deE $ 1

pR2

"

X
deE r0" #d2r0: (B2)

Inserting the expression of the cost function defined in Eq.
(7) into Eq. (B2) gives

deE $ 1

pR2NsNr

"

X

XNs

s$1

XNr

r$1

E s0sr
# $

d2r0; (B3)

where

E"s0sr# $
"&1

%1
Dpsr"t#2 * w"t% s0sr#dt: (B4)

Evaluation of integral (B3) depends on the value of the
energy function E in (B4) at any travel time s0sr associated to
the steering vector r0 on the area X. In the experiment, the
sources alternate with receivers and are uniformly distrib-
uted around the scattering medium at distance R from its
center, and N $ Ns $ Nr. For simplicity, we also assume
that the perturbation occurs at the center of the scattering
medium and produces isotropic scattering. With these
assumptions, the expression of travel time s0sr in polar coor-
dinates r0 $ "r;/# is

s0sr $
1

c

( !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
R2 & r2 % 2Rr cos"/& /s#

p

&
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
R2 & r2 % 2Rr cos"/& /r#

p )
; (B5)

where /s and /r describe the angular position of source and
receiver, respectively. An exact derivation of the SNR value
versus scatterer position, sensors number, pulse length, and
ratio between Dssr and Dnsr cannot be calculated easily.
Instead we estimate the SNR for a simplified experimental
configuration where the energy of the subtracted field in Eq.
(B4) is approximated by two rectangular functions (Fig. 7)

E"t# $ 0 for t < t0 % Dt

$ esDt for t0 % Dt . t . t0 & Dt

$ enDt for t > t0 & Dt; (B6)

where t0 is the wave travel time from the source to the re-
ceiver passing through the perturbation location, es $ Ds2sr is
the single scattering contribution and en $ Dn2sr represents
the variance of the subtracted field intensity related to the
multiple scattering contributions. Evaluating expression (B3)
is equivalent to determining the relative proportions of the
travel time s0sr associated with the energy E"t# $ esDt and
E"t# $ enDt over area X:

deE $ cs Dt;R;N" #esDt& cn Dt;R;N" #enDt; (B7)

where cs is the proportion of travel time s0sr 2 (t0 % Dt;
t0 & Dt) and cn is the proportion of travel time
s0sr 2 )t0 & Dt; 2t0) over area X and averaged over the N sen-
sors pairs. The upper limit 2t0 is the maximum value of s0sr
over the area X. To determine cs and cn, we first numerically
calculate the proportion c0 of s

0
sr 2 (0; t0) over area X. The pa-

rameter c0 depends on the number of sensors and does not
depend on the window length Dt or the scattering medium
size R. Further, as shown in Fig. 8(a), the factor c0 becomes
independent of the number of sensors beyond 10 source-
receiver pairs and subsequently approaches a constant value
of c0 - 0:38. Assuming that there are more than 10 sensors
pairs,

(1) cs can be approximated [Fig. 8(b)] using part of the scat-
tering medium covered by the area 2Dtc, 2R so that
cs - 4Dtc=pR, and

(2) cn is well described by cn $ 1% c0 % cs=2 [Fig. 8(b)].

Finally, inserting the expression of cs and cn into the
mean cost function of Eq. (B7) and substituting it into the
SNR relation in Eq. (B1) yields

SNRmeth $ 10 log10
1

cs & cnen=es

$ 10 log10
1

8Dt
pt0

& 0:62% 4Dt
pt0

& '
en
es

: (B8)

FIG. 7. Simplified version of the subtractedfield energy for a transmitted
pulse of length Dt : es $ Ds2sr is the instantaneous intensity showing the sin-
gle scattering contribution at t $ t0 and en $ Dn2sr is the instantaneous inten-
sity showing the multiple scattering contribution for t > t0 & Dt due to the
perturbation.

FIG. 8. (a) The average proportion of travel times s0sr 2 (0; t0) over sources
and receivers versus the number of sensors pairs; (b) the average proportion
cs of travel times s0sr 2 (t0 % Dt; t0 & Dt) and the average proportion cn of
travel times s0sr2 )t0 & Dt; 2t0) versus the window size; solid line: numerical
evaluation, dashed line: approximate evaluation.
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